Acknowledgement. This paper is a rewrite (with improvements) of Moshe Jarden's rewrite (with improvements) of our original notes. In particular, Lemma 1.2 improves one of the original arguments.
1. The nonregular analogue. Denote by K the algebraic closure of a field K. A field extension K/k of transcendence dimension 1 is a function field in one variable over A: if A: is algebraically closed in K.
Denote by F(q) = k the finite field of q elements. Let A^bea function field of one variable over F (q) . Choose a separating transcendence base t for K/k. Denote by & κ the integral closure of k [t] in K. If K f = F(q ι ) K, then 6 K , -F(q ι ) 6^. If £' is a prime ideal of 0^, lying over $ of degreey andj'|/, then the relative residue class degree is [G κ >/\)': ©K/^I = '//• Hence, if g(p) denotes the number of prime ideals of Q κ , lying over )ρ 9 theng(t))=y.
Denote by F(q)thefrobenius element of ®(F(q)/F(q)) (i.e., F{q)(x) -x q for each x E.F{q)). Consider a finite Galois extension L of K of
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degree n and a conjugacy class (£ in ®(L/K) with, say, c elements. Associate to © the set where P'(K) is the set of all prime ideals of 0^ unramified in 6 L , and is the conjugacy class associated to a Frobenius element
\L/K]
for ^P a prime of Θ L lying over £. Use the following notation:
is unramified in L and deg(t)) = /}
R(L/K) = (t) G P(ΛΓ) I») is ramified in L}
Our first result counts the elements of C x (k) 9 as did [Fr; Proposition 2]. But here a "field crossing argument" descendent from Tchebotarev's ideas ( [T] -a similar argument appears in [FrHJ] applied to a different project) replaces the rationality of the Artin L-series. Thus the proof does not mimic Dirichlef s original argument. Indeed, in almost every way it is simpler than [Fr; Proposition 2] and it thereby simplifies the constant in the "<9" notation. Proof. Let r E ©, /= ord(τ) and k' = ¥{q f ). From (1) ή\f.
Thus, we naturally identify ®{K'/K) with %{k'/k) and thereby %{L'/K) with
In particular, consider the extension of T to L' through the element f = (T,τes k ,(F(q)) ). Then f is also of order/.
Divide the rest of the proof into parts. ) -> C τ as follows: For an element q E P^{L (JF) ) there exists a unique q' E P(L') lying over q. Then 9 = h{q) = q' Γ) Θ L . Since is the frobenius acting on k\ then it must be f and its restriction to L is therefore T. From the formula
Finally, we conclude that for ^ E C τ , h"\9)
Thus, if q; Π e L( ¥) = q f ., then θ^/q, = fc and q, E A"^^) with q; the unique element of P{L') that lies over q,. Clearly, therefore, q l5 ... 
Return to the notation of the proof of Theorem 1.1 where k is the algebraic closure of k in L.
. Assume that L/K is a cyclic extension and that the unique element τ o/(S generates %(L/K). Let v be a positive integer for which
where the constant in the O notation may be chosen to be independent of v.
Define Q = {ί>' E C τ . |deg((9 K n p') = υ}. 
The lemma follows easily. D
The proof of our main theorem reduces the computation of | C t (K) \ in the general case to the case where L/K is cyclic. Among other places, [D] and [M] contain the idea for this. 2. Application to Hubert's irreducibility theorem. We review quickly (so as to display the improvements) the heart of the application of Theorem 1.1. to the explicit form of Hubert's Irreducibility Theorem of [Fr; §3] . For simplicity start over Q, but the idea works as well over any number field. Consider/(x, y) E Z [x, y] , an irreducible polynomial that is monic iny.
Goal: Find an explicit arithmetic progression P in Zfor which f(x 0 , y) is irreducible over Q for x 0 E P. Here is how to find P.
Let Ωy be the splitting field of/over Q(x). Identify Ώ f /Q(x)) with a (transitive) subgroup G of S n9 n = deg^(/). Let / be any proper subset of {1,2,...,«} and let S n jbe the subgroup of S n consisting of elements that map / into itself. Let Gj-GΓ\S nI and let 7} be the transitive representation of G arising from the action of G on the right cosets of G r Choose Ίj E G such that T r (r r ) fixes no integer. Finally, choose £ = (τ(l),... ,τ(r)} C G such that τ r E £for each /.
Let/?(z) be a prime of Z and a(i) E Z, i = 1,... ,r, with the following properties. Let L t be the reduction modulop(i) of Ωy and use the notation of §1 to define F(/?(/)) as the algebraic closure of F(/?(/)) in L r Then the decomposition group of some prime lying over x -a(i)mod(p(i)) in L t contains τ(ι) whose restriction to F(/?(/)) is F{p(i)), and Z^τ (/)) (as in Part A of the proof of Theorem 1.1) has an F(/?(/))-rational point lying over
.. ,r m^y fee chosen subject only to the conditions
Proof. The proof of [Fr; Theorem 3] shows that it is sufficient to choose the /?'s and α's so that the decomposition group of a prime of L ι over x -a(i)mod(p(i) ) contains τ(/). Note that this is so according to the proof of Theorem 1.1 if Lf {i)) has an F(/?(/))-rational point lying over The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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